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Recent bedform dimensions measured in shallow waters in the nearshore zone (VINCENT and OSKO}{NE. 1993:

OSBORNE and VINCENT. 1993; MARSH, 1996) compare poorly with publ ished predictive models for bedform dimen

sions. A series of experiments were conducted in a large flume with a computer-controlled wave generator and a

sand bed, using waves of various amplitudes and characteristics including waves from a field site and monochro

matic waves. The ripple wavelengths were then compared to the wavelengths predicted by the mode ls of NIELSE:'\

(1981), GRANT and MADSEN 119821, Moc.uux:« et al . (1994) and WIBEH(; and HAHI{IS 11994l. and to the semi

quantitative model of CLIFTON (1976 l. Under spectral waves from the field site the rnean ripple wavelengths are

anorbital remaining constant (within the scatter of the measurernent s i and showing none of the trends predicted

by the models but falling between the dimensions predicted by NII'~LSJ<:N (1981) for 'laboratory' and 'field' waves.

Under monochromatic waves the ripples scaled with the wave orbital amplit ude (A. O.4A, 1 ) and were much closer

to the model predictions.

It is suggested that it is rather difficult to change the wavelength of ripples once they have formed. Field waves

generally have a broad spectrum of frequencies I and hence of orbital excursions) so there is no length scale of sufficient

dominance to force the bed to reform. With regular waves every orbital excursion is the same and the bed rapidly

scales to this length. Our data suggest that bed form dimensions in an event may therefore be determined by the

first waves capable of imposing their length scale on the bed. or by bed forms from an ear-lier event.

ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Ripple uarelength, spectral ioacc«. monochromatic uxuc«.

INTRODUCTION

An understanding of how the sea bed responds to waves in

relatively shallow water is crucial to generating realistic

models for sediment movement. In particular, bedform ge

ometry contributes to bed roughness (through form drag) and

bedforms have a critical effect on the re-suspension of sedi

ment through vortex roll up and ejection. Many empirical

equations exist for predicting bedform geometry te.g, CLIF

TON (1976); NIELSEN (1981); WIBERG and HARRIS (1994);

GRANT and MADSEN (1982), MOGRIDGE et al. (1994)), How

ever, most of these are based on data from either deep water

studies or from laboratory studies using artificial wave con

ditions. There is a paucity of data from shallow water «2

metres). Instruments are now available that allow measure

ments of bedform geometry to be made in shallow water, with

a relatively high degree of temporal and spatial resolution.

The bedform dimensions measured during the BASEX (Bed-
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forms And Suspension EXperiments) field experiments, on a

macro-tidal beach in Cornwall, UK, where the water depth

(at mean high water) varies from 2-3 m, compare poorly with

published predictive models for bedform dimensions (VIN

CENT and OSBORNE (1993); OSRORNE and VINCENT (1993);

MARSH (1996); VINCENT et al. (in press),

A series of experiments were conducted in a large wave

flume at the Canadian National Research Council Laborato

ries (NRC), Ottawa, to try and explain why the results from

previously-published equations compared so poorly with

these field measurements. The wave conditions used in the

flume varied from simulated, near-prototype scale waves,

similar to those encountered in the Great Lakes, to nearly

monochromatic wave trains. The bedform wavelength data

provided a useful insight into the processes that occur be

neath regular and irregular (natural) waves, helping to ex

plain some of the divergence between models and field mea

surements. In this paper we compare the ripple wavelength

models proposed by CLIFTON (1976), NIELSEN (1981), WIB

B:RG and HARRIS (1994), GI{ANT and MADSEN (1982) and Mo

C;RIDCE et al. (1994) to the new data from the NRC flume.

Each of the five models considered predicts ripple wavelength

based on measurements of hydrodynamic conditions.
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PREVIOUS RESEARCH

The CLIFTON (1976) model is semi-quantitative; near-bed

orbital velocity (U
II I

) and near-bed orbital velocity asymmetry

(6.Um ) are used to identify existence fields for different types

of bedform.

UIII = 21TA(/~

where An is the near-bed wave orbital-amplitude and T is

wave period;

6.Um = 14.8H'2/LT sinh 4kh

where H is wave height, L is wavelength, k is the wave

number and h is water depth. Four bed states are then iden

tified. 1. No Sediment Movement; 2. Symmetric Ripples; 3.

Asymmetric Ripples and 4. Sheet Flow. The symmetric rip

ples are further divided into orbital, suborbital and anorbital

ripples. The symmetric ripple range is of primary interest

here, and has been further quantified by several studies in

cluding WIBERG and HARRIS (1994).

NIELSEN (1981) suggests that two equations are necessary

to predict ripple wavelength A; one for "field", the other for

"laboratory" conditions.

A/Ao = exp«693 - 0.37 In7tV)/(1000 + 0.75 InHtV)

for field conditions, and

A/Ao = 2.2 - 0.345tV O;q for laboratory conditions,

where tV is the mobility number

tV = (Aow)'2/(ps - p)gD

A o is the near-bed wave orbital amplitude (dj2); w is the

wave radian frequency; Ps and p are the sediment and water

densities respectively; g is acceleration due to gravity and D

is the grain diameter. The distinction between "field" and

"laboratory" conditions is interpreted here as being primarily

due to the width of the wave spectrum; "field" conditions usu

ally have relatively broad wave spectra (a wide spread of

wave heights and periods), whereas "laboratory" conditions

imply monochromatic wave spectra (i.e. series of waves that

are identical with respect to height and period), Analyses of

the bedform data from the first BASEX field experiment

(VINCENT and OSBORNE (1993)) suggested that the equations

proposed by NIELSEN (1981) act as bounding conditions for

bedform geometry rather than a simple two value choice.

GRANT and MADSEN (1982) based their predictions of rip

ple wavelengths on the skin friction component of the bound

ary shear stress. An equilibrium range is proposed where rip

ple wavelength varies strongly with shear stress (but where

steepness remains constant), followed at higher stresses by a

break-off range where ripple wavelength does not depend as

strongly on the boundary shear stress and where ripples be

come less steep as a flat bed is approached. The bedform ge

ometry predictions are based on the laboratory tank data of

CARSTENS et al. (1969).

WIBERG and HARRIS (1994) proposed that the anorbital

ripple steepness 111/110 should be determined iteratively using:

T ] ~ , , , = exp[-o.95 In(2A
o
) '2 + 0.442 In(2A

o
) - 2.28]

111/110 1111110

where A = 535D, for anorbital ripples. If 2AJllano > 100 then

ripples are actually anorbital while if 2AJllarzo <20 then the

ripples are classified as orbital and have a predicted wave

length of 1.24Ao• Between these two limits, ripples are clas

sified as suborbital, and their wavelength is calculated using

a weighted geometric mean between the limits of the orbital

and anorbital ripple wavelength predictions.

The MOGRIDGE et al. (1994) model defines maximum ripple

wavelengths using the value of a wave period parameter,

The wave period parameter is similar to the mobility number

described above, except that it does not include a horizontal

length term. In fact, X(2Ao1TF/pgD'2 = tV, the mobility number.

If X > 0.15 X 106 ripple wavelength is grain size dependant

with a value of 1394D. At lower values of X, ripple wave

length is predicted using

10glo(A/D) = 13.373 - 13.772Xo.o2054.

These five models were developed using different, but some

times overlapping subsets of, the field and/or laboratory data

of BAGNOLD (1946), MANOHAR (1955), INMAN (1957), YALIN

and RUSSELL (1962), KENNEDY and FALCON (1965), HORI

KAWA and WATANABE (1967), CARSTENS et al. (1969), Mo

GRIDGE and KAMPHUIS (1972), DINGLER (1974), DINGLER

and INMAN (1976), LOFQUIST (1978), MILLER and KOMAR

(1980a,b), NIELSEN (1981) and KOS'YAN (1988). They use the

basic parameters of wave height, period, water depth, sedi

ment diameter etc., as predictors but there is a wide range in

the ripple wavelengths predicted for a given set of hydrody

namic conditions. This problem is illustrated by much of the

data presented below and shows the very real difficulties in

selecting which models, if any, are the most appropriate for

predicting bedforms under particular hydrodynamic condi

tions.

EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION

Detailed measurements of both bedforms and suspended

sediment concentrations were made during the wave flume

experiment using two multi-frequency Acoustic BackScatter

(ABS) systems. This paper focuses on bedform wavelength

data collected using the ABS transducers mounted in two dif

ferent configurations.

Acoustic transducers emit a short pulse of sound which can

be scattered by any material of different acoustic impedance.

In collection mode one, a transducer was mounted sub-hori

zontally close to the bed, in a "side-scan" mode. Any surface

irregularities on the bed (bedforms) which have an elevation

sufficient to breach the acoustic beam will cause sound to be

reflected back to the transducer. By range-gating the return

ing (backscattered l signal through time, the positions of bed

forms can be measured. In this series of experiments, two

transducers were mounted 12 cm above the bed in a direction

normal to the propagation of waves. The transducers were

1.1 m apart and each monitored a 1.2 ill long section of the

bed with a resolution of 1 cm. To achieve the best coverage

over the maximum possible length of bed, the lowest fre-

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 15. No. ~3. 1999
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Table 1. Summary data for the natural wave drive signals, DE2 and DES. Hydrodynamic conditions are summarized by uxue heigh], H",g, tm ) and ioare

period, Tz., (sec) and near bed orbital amplitude, Aw in water that is 1.8 m deep: bedform data are summarized by mean uarelength, A, t m ) and standard

deviation, CT, tm.).

Standard Deviation

Significant Wave Near Bed Orbital Mean Ripple of Observed Ripple

Gain Setting Collection Mode Wave Period (s : Height (m ) Amplitude (ill) Wavelength t m ) Wavelengths (ill)

Natural Wave Spectra

DE2 0.4 1 3.2 0.24 0.10 0.18 0.05

DE2 0.6 1 and 2 3.3 0.36 0.16 0.16 0.05

DE2 0.8 1 3.3 0.48 0.21 0.21 0.06

DE2 1.0 1 and 2 3.2 0.57 0.24 0.24 0.05

DE5 0.5 1 3.4 0.42 0.21 0.16 0.03

DE5 0.75 1 3.6 0.58 0.31 0.15 0.03

DE5 1.0 1 and 2 4.0 0.86 0.53 0.20 0.08

quency transducer of each ABS system was used (as these

have the widest beam angles); the frequencies were 1.97 MHz

and 1 MHz. Side-scan profiles in subsequent sections show

the backscattered acoustic pressure averaged over a one min

ute period.

In collection mode two, six transducers were mounted ver

tically on a mobile track above the bed. The transducers

moved along the track over a 1.6 m length of bed, so that two

dimensional profiles of bed elevation could be generated; this

method is analogous to that used by DINGLER and INMAN

(1976), and GREENWOOD et al. (1993). In this mode, the bed

position is defined at the range bin containing the maximum

acoustic return.

All sensors were mounted on a scaffolding frame that was

suspended across the top of the flume. No structures were

placed in, or on, the bed, thus eliminating any risk of physical

disturbance of the bed by direct contact with hardware. Pres

sure cases housing the sensor electronics that operate the

transducers were mounted above the water level on the top

of the scaffolding frame, to minimise obstruction to the flow.

These were connected to two PC-based logging systems.

The sand used for all experiments was commercial grade

silica sand with a median grain size of 315 microns. The

flume was covered with sand, to a depth of 15 em, over a 10

m long section.

WAVE GENERATION AND WAVE SIGNALS USED

Waves were generated by a hydraulically driven, computer

controlled paddle. The software used to control the paddle

was the NRC GEDAP package (FUNKE et al., 1980). This sys

tem allows a wide range of waves to be produced with a high

degree of control. Wave reflections are damped by metal

screens at the downwave end of the flume. Wave heights and

periods in the vicinity of the instruments were monitored us

ing capacitance wave wires; the water depth for all experi

ments was 1.8 m. Four different sets of wave conditions will

be examined here.

1. The first set of conditions were created by simulating a

broad spectrum of irregular wave conditions recorded in a

field experiment by GREENWOOD et al. (1991), The signal is

labelled the DE2 signal. The wave record was 20 minutes

long, and could be repeated to allow longer periods of obser

vation. Altering the gain on the wave generator causes chang-

es in wave heights; the DE2 signal was played at four differ

ent gain settings (0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0), The resulting wave

statistics are given in Table 1.

2. A single asymmetric wave group was extracted from the

natural wave record (DE2) to create the DE5 drive signal.

This wave group was repeated, both "forwards" and "back

wards", at three different gain settings (0.5, 0.75 and 1) giv

ing the wave conditions summarised in Table 1.

3. Symmetric bimodal wave groups (BIW) were generated

artificially, by summing two monochromatic sets of wave

heights and periods. The wave statistics of the resulting

waves are shown in Table 2. The monochromatic waves used

to generate the BIW signals are shown in Table 3.

4. Finally, monochromatic waves were used; these are re

ferred to as the REG drive signals, all with a period of 3.6

(to match the peak period of the irregular wave series) sec

onds, and heights of 0.35 m, 0.8 m, and 0.92 m.

RESULTS

The DE2 drive signal was used at gain settings of 0.4, 0.6,

0.8 and 1, in both an increasing and decreasing sequence.

Summaries of wave data and bedform measurements are

shown in Table 1. Figure 1 shows a typical sequence of side

scan profiles for this wave signal. Peaks in backscattered

acoustic pressure are clearly visible showing the location of

the ripples. Figure 1 shows the bed after it had experienced

half an hour of the DE2 waves at gain 0.4. All measurements

quoted in the summary tables were taken after the bed had

reached an "equilibrium" state. This was assessed visually

whilst the waves were incident upon the bed; equilibration of

the bed normally took 30 to 40 minutes from the time when

the wave signal had first begun. Mean ripple wavelengths are

plotted against near bed orbital amplitude in Figure 2; error

bars on the measured ripple wavelengths are at ± 1 standard

deviation. The predictions of the models introduced earlier

are also shown on this figure. The NIELSEN (1981) field model

(solid triangles) predicts that ripple wavelength will decrease

as the near bed orbital diameter increases under these con

ditions, while all the other models suggest that ripple wave

length should scale positively with near bed orbital ampli

tude. The data show no significant correlation between the

ripple wavelengths and near bed orbital amplitude for these

hydrodynamic conditions. The best fit line through the data

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 1G. No. ~3, 1999
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Table 2. Summary data for artificially generated bichromatic waves and monochromatic waves. Hydrodynamic conditions are summarized by wave height,

H,,\g, t m t and uiave period. Til (sec) and near bed orbital amplitude, All, in water that is 1.8 m deep: bedform data are summarized by mean wavelength, A,

t m ) and standard deoiation, (T, t m ).

Standard Deviation

Significant Wave Near Bed Orbital Mean Ripple of Observed

Collection Mode Wave Period (s) Height (m) Amplitude (rn) Wavelength (rn) Ripple Wavelengths (rn)

Artifical Wave Spectra

Bichromatic

Drive Signals

BIW_L4.B3 3.1 0.36 0.15 0.10 0.04

BIW_L4.B2 3.2 0.45 0.20 0.16 0.05

BIW_L4J-Il 3.5 0.53 0.27 0.15 0.05

BIW_L4 3.3 0.67 0.32 0.14 0.06

BIW_Ll 3.5 0.59 0.31 0.26 0.06

BIW_L2 3.1 0.63 0.27 0.17 0.02

BIW_L3 3.9 0.64 0.39 0.22 0.03

BIW_L6 3 0.68 0.27 0.14 0.05

Regular Drive Signals

REG_l 2 3.6 0.35 0.19 0.12 0.03

REG_2 2 3.6 0.80 0.43 0.38 0.08

REG_3 2 3.6 0.92 0.49 0.34 0.11

points suggests that ripple wavelength decreases with near

bed orbital diameter, but not as strongly as the NIELSEN

(1981) model predicts. However the trend is not statistically

significant at the 95lk' level.

The DE5 drive signal is made of repetitions of a single

asymmetric wave group extracted from the DE2 drive signal.

It was used at three different gain settings, in its original

order and in reverse; no systematic differences in bed re

sponse were discerned for the DE5-forward and DE5-reverse

signals. A sample of side-scan profiles from the DE5 signal

at its lowest gain setting is shown in Figure 3. As the wave

height was increased the bed forms became progressively

more three dimensional, this results in the side scan profiles

becoming more irregular. The ripple wavelength scales quot

ed here are, therefore, measured from a two dimensional slice

in a wave normal direction along the bed. Summary data are

shown in Table 1.

Figure 4 shows the ripple wavelength data plotted against

near bed orbital diameter along with the model predictions

for the DE5 drive signal. The NIELSEN (1981) field model

(solid triangles) predicts that ripple behaviour will be conser

vative under these conditions while the NIELSEN (1981) lab-

Table 3. Summary data shounng monochromatic waul' heights and peri

ods used in the generation of the BIW drire signals.

Monochromatic Waves Summed to give BIW Drive Signals

Generation of Wave Wave

Bichromatic Period 1 Wave Wave Height (2)

Drive Signals (sec) Height r m ) Period (sec) (rn)

BIW_L4_H3 3.00 0.20 3.35 0.20

BIW_L4_H2 3.00 0.25 3.35 0.25

BIW_L4_H1 3.00 0.30 3.35 0.30

BIW_L4 3.00 0.35 3.35 0.35

BIW_Ll 3.00 0.35 5.00 0.35

BIW_L2 3.00 0.35 4.00 0.35

BIW_L3 3.00 0.35 3.50 0.35

BIW_L6 3.00 0.35 3.18 0.35

oratory based model (crosses) and the WIBERG and HARRIS

(1994) model (asterisks) both predict that ripple wavelengths

should reach a maximum length and then begin to decrease

within the range of conditions experienced here. The Mo

GRIDGE et al. (1994) and the GRANT and MADSEN (1982) mod

els (solid circles and solid squares respectively) both predict

that ripple wavelengths will scale positively with near bed

orbital amplitude. The observed mean ripple wavelengths

show a statistically significant relationship between near bed

orbital amplitude and measured ripple wavelength.

The biwave (BIW) data span a wider range of near bed

orbital diameters than the DE2 and DE5 drive signals. In

some of the runs cross ripples were present, and the problem

of taking measurements from a two dimensional slice of the

bed is encountered. Summaries of wave statistics and the ob

served ripple wavelengths in the wave normal direction are

given in Table 2. Ten minutes of sidescan ABS data from

BIW-L1 are shown in Figure 5. This figure shows a domi

nance of larger scale features at the start of the run, followed

by bedform reconfiguration to reveal smaller scale features

in the final few minutes of data collection. To ensure system

atic analysis, all measurements were made at the end of data

collection. Figure 6 shows the bedform wavelength data and

model predictions for the biwave runs. The model predictions

do not all follow smooth lines on this figure because the re

lationship between wave height and wave period is not the

same for all runs. For the DE2 and DES wave signals, the

wave characteristics were adjusted simply by changing the

gain on the wave generator; for the Biwave signals, wave

periods and wave heights are controlled independently. The

data show that bedform wavelengths scale positively with

near bed orbital amplitudes, but most length scales are over

predicted by the previously published models. Only the NIEL

SEN (1981) field model (solid triangles), which was developed

for broader wave spectra, under-predicts ripple wavelengths

for these waves.

Three sets of monochromatic waves were used in the ex-

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 15, No.3, 1999
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Sample of Side-Scan Profiles for BIW Waves
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Figure 7. Bed profiles collected using collect ion mode2 for the regu lar wave drive sign als . Pro files collected aft er 1 hour of wav es ; waves turne d off

during da ta collection .

periment. Th ese all had a wave per iod of 3.6 seconds; wave

height was increased from 0.35 m thro ugh 0.8 m to 0.92 m.

All data wer e collected using collect ion mode two. Summary

data a re provided in Ta ble 2. A sample of typ ical bed profiles

are shown in Figure 7. Th ese were collected afte r the wave

genera tor had been switche d off, so it is possible t hat th e

bedforms may have "relaxed" slightly. Thi s is unli kely to af

fect th e length sca les qu oted , bu t th e vertical compone nt of

the profiles shown may not be identical to th e bed profile

when waves were pr esent. Again th e bedforms beca me three

dimen sional at large orbital amplit udes and the pr oblem of

taking two dimen sional measurements from a three dim en

siona l bed was encountered. As above the lengt h scales quot

ed her e are th ose in a wave -norma l direction.

Figure 8 sugges ts that bedform length sca les are far more

respon sive to changes in near bed orbital diam et er beneat h

these waves than beneath the previous wave signals. Be

neath the sma lles t waves, the bedform s observed are rath er

sma ller th an all th e model pr edictions, except the NIELSEN

(1981) field model (solid triangles). When th e wave heigh t is

increased to 0.8 m, with a near bed orbital amplitude of 0.43

m, th e bedform length scale increases to a greater len gth

than any of th e models predict . As the wave height is in

creased even fur the r the observed bedfor m wave length de

creases slightly; however , so few ripples are covere d by the

1.6 m track th at the differen ce is well wit hin the un cer tainty

of th e measuremen ts. Nonetheless th e decrease in ripple

wave length at th ese highe r orbital amplit udes is in qu alita

tive agree ment with th e NIELSEN (] 981) lab oratory-based

model (crosses), and is an a lmost exact agreement wit h th e

WIBERG and HARRIS (1994) model (asterisks).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A wea kness of seve ra l of the qua ntitative models is th at

t hey im ply two dimen sional bedforms. Th e Clifton model sug

gests th at ri pple asymmetry and the onset of three-dimen

siona lity ca n be distingu ish ed using maximum flow velocity

and flow velocity asy mme try determined by secon d order

wave the ory (ADEYOMO, 1970). It was noted above tha t dur

ing seve ral ru ns the bed became t hree dim ensional. Figure 9

shows a general differ en ce in the existence fields for 2D and

3D bed states, with 3D bed states not being observed in this

study whe n the velocity assymme try is less than approxi

mately 8 ern per second.

Th e bedfor m wave length data are summa rise d by best fit

lin es through the data presented earlier; these are shown in

Figure 10. The closes t we were able to come to field condi

tions in t his series of experi ments was the DE2 drive signal.

Th e bed forms generated by these waves show no significant

scali ng of ri pple wavelength with near bed orbital diamet er.

However as the wave s used to gene rate the bedform s become

increasingly "regular", firstly by using just a single wave

group from the DE2 signal (DES) and the n through bi-wave

to monochromatic wave states there is a n increase in the de

penden ce of bedform wavelengths on near bed orbital diam

eter. Although only three near bed orbital a mplit udes are

available for regula r wave condi t ions from this experi me nt ,

the lin ear best fit through this data is A. = 0.4 Ao. Th is is

consistent with several ea rlier studies which quote A. = 0.3

--7 0.5Ao (e.g., INMAN (1976) ; WIBERG and HARRIS (1994);

MILLER and KOMAR (1980a)).

Th e data begin to explain why so many model pr edi ctions

have bee n found to be unsuccessful in field situations . Sev-
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era l of th e models tested here contain a bias towards lab o

ratory data, even th ough they have been pu t forwa rd for use

in field sit uations . Th e GRANT and M AD S E N (1982) model , for

instance, is based largely on th e laboratory da ta of CARSTENS

et al. (1969). Th e data from th is study suggest th at th e N IE L

SEN (1981) approach is correct, in drawing a distinct ion be

tween laboratory data and field data. Th is study, though,

show s th at there may be a ra nge of bedform dependencies on

hydrodynamic conditions which va ry with the spectral widt h

of waves incident upon an area. In fact the dist inction dr awn

by NIELSEN (1981) is a manifestation of the fact th at lab o

ra tory data have histori cally been collected under cond itions

of monoch romatic waves, whil st field st udies have pr esented

data from br oad banded wave spectra.

If this is the case, is it possibl e to explai n why waves in

the field (generally with broad wave spectra), do not exer t a

st rong control on bedforms? Th e generally accepte d use of

sign ificant wave height (Hl/3) and peri od to chara cterise the

wave field is inad equ ate to describe th e range of wave heights

and peri ods in th e wave field. If we hypoth esise that the rip

ples will generally sca le with near-bed wa ve orbital excurs ion

th en waves with a broad spectrum will contain a wide ra nge

of such scales. If the sea bed is initially flat and the waves

are suddenly switched on (the norm al laboratory sce na rio)

th en the bed is likely to sca le with the orbital excursio n of

th e waves around th e sign ificant wave heigh t. In the sea, the

sea surface and th e sea bed are ra re ly flat, the bed exhi biti ng

"relict" bedform s even wh en th e local wave field is incap abl e

of moving sedimen t, and waves genera lly build from small to

la rge waves. Hen ce th e waves a re usu all y acting to change

an exis t ing rippl e field; to cha nge th e wavelen gth of a ripple

field even by a sma ll amount requires a reconfigura t ion of

th e sea bed involvin g consi derable movement of se diment

(MARSH (199 6)).

When th e waves are regul ar (as in many labora tory flum e

experime nts) every wave acts to im pose th e sa me scale on

the bed and (as shown wit h the REG signal) the bed recon

figures. For a br oad spectru m, no such single sca le exis ts and

th e ri pple field cannot respond except by maintaining its ex

isting wavelength ; we specu late that the effect of th e few

waves whi ch scale to the exis ti ng bedforms have a greater

in fluence in re -establis hing the bedform s than the majo rity

which act, individu ally, to reconfigure the bed . If t rue, the

bed hi story is as important as the hydrodyn amic conditions

in determin ing bedform geometry . Th e wa ves pr odu ced by

the DE2 signal (the signal from a field site), va rying through

a cycle of ga ins , mimic t he changes in wave energy during a

storm, bu t the bedform wavelengths do not vary significantly

as the wave spectrum is bro ad.

In relatively shallow water condit ions it is, therefore, very

difficult to pr edict wave lengt hs of bedform s with out a de

ta iled knowledge of th e spectral characteristics of the inci

den t wave field a nd th e bed history. Previously published

models tend to include an imp licit assumpt ion that th e bed

will be h ighl y dyn am ic. Th is results in model pr ed ictions of

ten bein g rather poor for da ta collected in shallow wate r un

der vary ing hyd rodyn a mic cond itions. It is generally accepte d

that there is a ti me lag between the onset of a given set of

hydrodyn amic condit ions and t he developm ent of 'equilibri 

um ' bedform s, but the t imescales conce rned are poorly un

derstood. It is a lso assumed that th e highest one-thi rd of th e

waves are crucia l to th e development of new bedform length
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scales. The data presented here and those from previous

studies, show that where spectral width is narrow, the time

lag necessary for bedform equilibrium to occur is likely to be

short. However as the spectral width increases, the bedform

equilibration time will also increase. Under natural, irregular

wave spectra it is possible that bedforms will be in equilib

rium with waves in the spectra that are smaller than the

largest one-third of the waves. Under these conditions the

characteristic length scale of bedforms may remain largely

unchanged despite apparent changes in hydrodynamic con

ditions calculated using H
S 1g

' This type of bed response is dis

cussed in VINCENT and OSBORNE (1993), and is described in

greater detail in MARSH (1996). It is suggested that future

work regarding bedforms should pay close attention to waves

throughout the whole spectra, and not just those that make

up the largest one-third.
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